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This paper explores the problem of efficient processing of continuous range queries 

(CRQs) over a large number of moving objects, each of which continually retrieves the 

moving objects that are currently within a geographic query region of interest. In order to 

keep the result of CRQs up-to-date, the moving objects should continually communicate 

with the server to report their current locations. However, this increases the server work-

load and entails a huge amount of communication cost when the number of the moving 

objects and CRQs becomes enormous. In this paper, we adopt the approach of leverag-

ing available memory and computational resources of the moving objects to remedy such 

problems. To this end, we propose a novel query indexing structure, referred to as the 

space partitioning query index (SPQI), which enables the server to efficiently cooperate 

with the moving objects for processing CRQs. SPQI greatly improves the overall system 

performance in terms of server workload and communication cost. Through a set of 

comprehensive simulations, we verify the superiority of SPQI. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With advances in wireless networks and location-sensing technologies like the glob-

al positioning system (GPS), location based services (LBSs) have attracted much atten-

tions in mobile and ubiquitous computing environments [1-8]. Many useful LBSs such as 

mobile advertising, traffic monitoring, and emergency monitoring heavily rely on the 

functionality of processing continuous range queries (CRQs), each of which continually 

retrieves objects that currently lie within a query region of interest a client specifies. 

Consider the following scenario of a mobile advertising service as an example, where a 

restaurant (i.e., client) plans to send e-coupons to the nearby customers (i.e., objects). 

Then, the service provider (i.e., server) must be able to keep track of the locations of 

those customers and report them to the restaurant, whenever needed.  

Due to the movements of objects, the results of CRQs may change immediately, and 

thus they should be continuously monitored. For example, given a query region QR as 

shown in Fig. 1, the result of the corresponding CRQ at time T0 is the objects O1, O2, and 

O3. However, at time T1, O1 and O3 should be removed from the result because they are 

move out of QR.  

In this paper, we address the problem of efficient processing of CRQs over a large 
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number of moving objects. There is a large body of work on processing CRQs and can be 

classified into two categories according to the mobility of query regions: the former deals 

with stationary or quasi-stationary query regions [1-3, 6-8, 19], while the other deals with 

moving query regions [4-5, 9-10]. Our work belongs to the former category. The majority 

of existing methods for CRQ evaluation assumed that moving objects periodically report 

location-updates to the server via wireless connections, and the server keeps the results of 

queries up-to-date [2, 5-7]. However, in case the number of moving objects becomes 

enormous, the overall system performance may degrade drastically due to the over-

whelming server workload and heavy burden on the wireless network. In addition, con-

stantly reporting location-updates may cause significant energy waste of the bat-

tery-powered handheld devices (e.g., smart phones, PDAs and laptops) carried by the 

moving objects. 

O2

T0 T1

QR

O1
move

QR

O1

O3 O2 O3

move
O4O4

 
Fig. 1. An example of CRQ 

 

To help the moving objects reduce the frequency of sending location-updates, the 

safe region method was introduced in [8, 19]. The safe region, assigned to each moving 

object O, is the area that (i) contains O and (ii) guarantees the current results of all the 

queries to remain valid as long as O does not exit it. Therefore, O need not report its lo-

cation-update to the server until it does not exit its safe region. Although the safe region 

method improves the overall system performance to a certain degree, because the size of 

a safe region assigned to each moving object O is typically small, O easily exits its cur-

rent safe region and contacts the server in order to receive a new safe region. This makes 

the server frequently determine O’s safe regions with intensive computation. 

Monitoring Query Management (MQM), which aims to reduce the server workload 

and burden on the wireless network by leveraging the available (memory and computa-

tional) capabilities of moving objects, was introduced in [3]. In MQM, the server assigns 

each moving object O (i) a sub-domain of the entire workspace, called the resident do-

main, which contains the current location of O, and (ii) several sub-regions partitioned 

from the original query regions that overlap with the resident domain. The number of 

these regions is determined by the capability of O, denoted by O.C, which is measured by 

the maximum number of sub-regions O can load and process at a time. Only when O exits 

its resident domain or crosses any of its assigned sub-regions, O reports its loca-

tion-update to the server in order to receive a new resident domain or let the server up-
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date the result of the corresponding query. As such, in MQM, O proactively participates 

in processing CRQs. This relieves the server workload. Because O knows exactly when it 

should report its location-update, the burden on the wireless network is also reduced. The 

binary partitioning tree (BP-tree) is used for assigning O the resident domain and 

sub-regions. 

In this paper, we adopt the concept of resident domain and propose a novel query 

indexing structure, called the space partitioning query index (SPQI), to overcome the 

limitations of the BP-tree, which will be discussed in the next section. Compared to the 

BP-tree, SPQI enables the server to assign each moving object O a much larger resident 

domain together with the original nearby query regions (instead of sub-regions) accepta-

ble for O’s capability. This helps O reduce the frequency of contacting the server for re-

ceiving new resident domains or updating the query results. As a consequence, the overall 

system performance in terms of server workload and communication cost is further im-

proved.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the BP-tree 

and its limitations. Section 3 provides the system overview. Section 4 presents the pro-

posed query index, namely SPQI. Section 5 provides the performance evaluation and 

verifies the superiority of SPQI against the BP-tree and the safe region method. Section 6 

reviews some related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. REVIEW AND LIMITATION OF THE BP-TREE 

Before we present SPQI, we review the BP-tree and discuss the limitations of the 

BP-tree. The BP-tree is a hierarchical query indexing structure based on recursive split 

that begins with the entire workspace. In particular, if the number of query regions on the 

workspace, which corresponds to the root, exceeds a threshold number t of query regions, 

the workspace is split into two sub-domains of equal size, each of which corresponds to a 

child node N of the root. When a query region QR overlaps with N, the common area 

between QR and N (i.e., QR ∩ N) is called the monitoring region. The split process is 

repeated recursively until every sub-domain has no more than t monitoring regions that 

overlap with it, and the sub-domain corresponds to a leaf node. The split threshold t, 

which is the maximum number of monitoring regions a leaf node can store, is determined 

according to the moving object with the minimum capability among all moving objects 

registered at the server.  

Assuming t = 1, Fig. 2 shows an example of the BP-tree for the query regions QR1 ~ 

QR5 on the workspace. Note that each query region produces several monitoring regions 

if it overlaps with several BP-tree nodes. For example, the query region QR4, which 

overlaps with the nodes N211, N2121 and N2122 produces three monitoring regions R41, R42 

and R43. Using the BP-tree, the server assigns the moving object O (with its capability 

O.C = 3) in Fig. 2 the node N21 as its resident domain together with three monitoring re-

gions R41, R42 and R43. However, the BP-tree has the following limitations: 

 

1.  First, when a query region overlaps a lot of BP-tree nodes, it may produce a 

substantial number of monitoring regions. This leads each moving object O to 

be assigned a very small resident domain because its available capability O.C is 
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actually measured by a large number of monitoring regions instead of a much 

smaller number of original query regions. As a result, O may have to frequently 

contact the server for receiving new resident domains. Fig. 3 shows the number 

of monitoring regions produced according to the distribution of query regions. 
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Fig. 2. An example of the BP-tree 

 

1.  Second, because each moving object O checks its movement against the moni-

toring regions without the knowledge of the original query regions, O may re-

port a lot of unnecessary location-updates for updating the results of CRQs. For 

example, when the moving object O in Fig. 2 moves from the monitoring re-

gion R41 to the monitoring region R42, it reports its location-update twice; one 

for notifying the exit from R41 and the other for notifying the entrance to R42. 

However, O does not cross the original query region QR4, and thus O does not 

affect the result of the corresponding query Q4. 

 
Fig. 3. No. of monitoring regions vs. distributions of query regions 
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In the following section, we introduce SPQI to overcome the above limitations of the 

BP-tree. 

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The goal of our study is to make the server and moving objects share the processing 

tasks of CRQs. To this end, we use the resident domain concept. The system model we 

consider consists of a set of moving objects, clients who issue queries, and the central 

server. Fig. 4 shows the system model.  

 
Fig. 4. System overview 

 

The moving objects and the clients do not communicate directly, but use the server 

as an intermediary. Each moving object O is aware of its location (e.g., equipped with 

GPS receiver), and has some available (memory and computational) capability O.C. We 

assume that each moving object has heterogeneous capability, which is measured by the 

number of original query regions it can load and process at a time; thus, a moving object 

with more powerful capability is assigned a larger resident domain together with a greater 

number of original query regions. Each moving object reports its location-update to the 

server via a wireless connection only when (i) it exits its current resident domain or (ii) it 

crosses any of its assigned query regions QR. The former is for receiving a new resident 

domain, whereas the latter is for letting the server update the result of the corresponding 

CRQ. Each client is able to issue multiple CRQs to the server and receives the results of 

these CRQs from the server through wireless or high-speed wired connections. The mov-

ing objects and the CRQs registered at the server are assumed to be identified by their 

unique identifiers.  

 Concerning the server, it maintains SPQI and performs the following three main 

tasks: 

 

1.  Query registration and de-registration: When a new query Q is issued (or Q is 

terminated) by a client, the task of query registration (or de-registration) is per-

formed, which consists of updating the SPQI, and broadcasting a message to all 

the moving objects in order to notify such a change. 

2.  Resident domain assignment: The task of resident domain assignment takes 

place in response to the registration of a new moving object or the message sent 

by a moving object that exits its current resident domain. A new resident do-

main is searched by traversing SPQI. Then, it is sent together with several 
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nearby original query regions to the moving object. 

3.  Query result update: The task of query result update takes place mainly in re-

sponse to the message sent by a moving object whose movement crosses one of 

its assigned query regions QR. Then, the result of the corresponding query Q is 

updated. This task may also take place when a moving object contacts the serv-

er for receiving a new resident domain. 

4. THE SPACE PARTITIONING QUERY INDEX (SPQI) 

Before we present SPQI, we classify the overlap relationship between a query region 

QR and a (sub-) domain N into four cases as shown in Fig. 5: covers (See Fig. 5(a)), is 

covered by (See Fig. 5(b)), partially intersects (See Fig. 5(c)), and equals to (See Fig. 

5(d)).  

 
Fig. 5. Classification of the overlap relationship 

 

SPQI is a binary tree index of queries, which is built by recursive split of the entire 

workspace, similar to the BP-tree. The distinctive feature of SPQI is that it indexes the 

original query regions instead of monitoring regions. Specifically, given a set of query 

regions on the workspace that corresponds to the root, if the number of these query re-

gions is greater than a threshold number t of query regions, it is split into two 

sub-domains, each of which corresponds to a child node of the root. This split process 

recursively continues until each sub-domain has no more than t query regions that are 

covered by or partially intersect the sub-domain, and it corresponds to a leaf node of 

SPQI. The split threshold t is determined by the moving object with the minimum capa-

bility among all moving objects registered at the server. In this paper, a (sub-) domain is 

assumed to be split along its longer dimension. In case two dimensions of the domain are 

equal in length, it is assumed to be split horizontally. Table 1 summarizes the frequently 
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used symbols we use throughout this section. 

 

Table 1. Frequently used symbols 

Symbol Description 

O A moving object 

O.C Available (memory and computational) capability of O 

Q A query 

Qid A query identifier of Q 

QR A query region of Q 

N A SPQI node or its corresponding (sub-) domain 

N.CL A covering list associated with N 

N.Count A variable associated with N 

 

A leaf node in SPQI stores at most t leaf entries of the form (Qid, QR), where Qid is 

a query identifier of a query Q installed at the server and QR is a query region of Q. On 

the other hand, a non-leaf node in SPQI stores two non-leaf entries of the form (ptr, N), 

where ptr is a pointer to a child node (i.e., non-leaf or leaf node) and N is a sub-domain 

that corresponds to the child node pointed to by ptr. In addition, each (non-leaf or leaf) 

node N is associated with (i) a special list, called the covering list (CL), and (ii) a variable 

Count. SPQI satisfies the following properties: 

 

1.  A leaf entry (Qid, QR) can be redundantly created and stored in several leaf 

nodes if QR partially intersects these leaf nodes. 

2.  For each leaf entry (Qid, QR) in a leaf node N, QR is covered by or partially 

intersects N. Note that if QR equals to or covers N, the entry is not stored in N, 

although QR overlaps with N. 

3.  For each non-leaf entry (ptr, Ń) in a non-leaf node N, Ń represents one of the 

equal halves of a domain that corresponds to N. 

4.  For each (leaf or non-leaf) node N, N.CL stores the information of the query 

regions that equal to or cover N. In particular, N.CL stores CL entries of the 

same form of a leaf entry, i.e., (Qid, QR), where Qid is a query identifier of a 

query Q whose query region QR equals to or covers N. 

5.  For each leaf node N, N.Count records the number of query regions that are 

covered by or partially intersect N. 

6.  For each non-leaf node N, N.Count records the total number of distinct query 

regions that overlap with N. 

 

One important issue with regard to indexing query regions is how to resolve the case, 

where the common area among t + 1 query regions becomes to be covered by or partially 

intersect a leaf node N as a result of insertion of a new query region. In this case, the split 

process may never terminate. SPQI recursively split N until one of t + 1 query regions QR 

becomes to equal to or cover a descendant node Ń because a leaf entry for QR does not 

be stored in Ń (See the property 2). Then, a new CL entry for QR is inserted into Ń.CL 
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(See the property 4).  
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Fig. 6. An example of handling the common area 

 

Assuming t = 1, Fig. 6(a) shows an example, where the common area between the 

query regions QR1 and QR2 (i.e., QR1 ∩ QR2) is covered by the leaf node N. As demon-

strated in Fig. 6(b), during the split process of N, N’s descendant nodes N112 and N12 are 

not further split although QR1 ∩ QR2 partially intersects them because QR1 and QR2 

cover N112 and N12, respectively. Then, the CL entries for QR1 and QR2 are inserted into 

N112.CL and N12.CL, respectively. Fig. 7 shows an example of SPQI for the query regions 

QR1 ~ QR5 shown in Fig. 2, assuming t = 1. 

§ Root is split into N1 and N2

§ N2 is split into N21 and N22

§ N22 is split into N221 and N222
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Fig. 7. An example of SPQI 

 

4.1 Searching Resident Domain and Evaluating CRQs 

 

Fig. 8 shows the algorithm for searching a resident domain on SPQI. Given a mov-

ing object O (with its capability O.C), the search algorithm starts from the root and recur-

sively visits only the nodes that contain O until reaching the node N such that N.Count ≤ 

O.C, and N becomes O’s resident domain. Then, the algorithm invokes FINDQUERYRE-

GIONS, which is a depth-first search algorithm that takes N as an input, to retrieve all the 

distinct leaf entries (i.e., distinct pairs of query identifier and query region) stored in each 

N’s descendant leaf node Ń (See Fig. 9). Because Ń does not store leaf entries for query 

regions that equal to or cover it, FINDQUERYREGIONS also searches for Ń.CL and re-

trieves all the distinct CL entries in Ń.CL. Note that in the worst case, N may be a leaf 
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node. In this case, only the leaf entries stored in N are retrieved. 

 

Algorithm. SEARCH(N, O)  

Input  N: A SPQI node initially set to the root, O: A moving object 

Output RD: O’s resident domain, 

QRS: Distinct leaf entries and CL entries 

1:  if N.Count ≤ O.C then 

2:    Set RD = N; 

3:    if N is a non-leaf node then 

4:      QRS ← QRS ∪ FINDQUERYREGIONS(N); 

5:      Return RD and QRS; 

6:    else // N is a leaf node 

7:      Insert all the entries stored in N into QRS; 

8:  else // N.Count > O.C 

9:    Find the non-leaf entry (ptr, Ń) such that Ń contains O; 

10:   SEARCH(Ń , O); // Recursion 

Fig. 8. Search algorithm 

 

Algorithm. FINDQUERYREGIONS(N)  

Input  N: A SPQI node assigned to O as its resident domain 

Output Result: A set of distinct leaf entries and CL entries 

1:  if N is a non-leaf node then 

2:    foreach entry (ptr, Ń) stored in N do 

3:      FINDQUERYREGIONS(Ń); // Recursion  

4:  else // N is a leaf node 

5:    Insert each entry stored in N into Result if it is not in Result; 

6:    Insert each CL entry stored in N.CL into Result if it is not in Result; 

Fig. 9. FINDQUERYREGIONS 

 

After the search process, the server assigns O a new resident domain N together with 

the leaf entries and the CL entries. For example, the server assigns the object O with 

O.C = 3 in Fig. 7 the node N2 as its resident domain together with (i) the leaf entries for 

query regions QR3 and QR5, and (ii) the CL entry for query region QR4. Now, we ex-

plain how O cooperates with the server. If O crosses any of QR3, QR4 and QR5, it re-

ports its location-update with the query identifier of the corresponding query, and the 

server directly updates the result of the query. On the other hand, if O exits its current 

resident domain N2, it reports its location-update together with N2 to request a new resi-

dent domain, and the server assigns a new resident domain together with new leaf and 

CL entries.  

It is important to note that when a moving object exits from its current resident do-

main N, the server should visit N.CL to additionally check if the movement of the object 

affects some query regions that equal to or cover N. If so, the server updates the results 

of the corresponding queries. Because N2.CL = null, the server skips this additional 

checking process when O exits N2. Although N may be associated with a long N.CL, the 
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focus of our work is to make each moving object O to reduce the frequency of contact-

ing the server by assigning O a large resident domain together with the original nearby 

query regions in order to fully utilize O.C. The cost of additional checking process at 

the server is amortized by the decrease in the frequency of communications between the 

server and moving objects. 

 

4.2 Building and Maintaining SPQI 

 
    To build and maintain SPQI, the algorithms, which specify how a query region is 

inserted into and deleted from SPQI, and how overflow and underflow of a leaf node can 

be managed, are needed. Fig. 10 shows the insert algorithm. 

 

Algorithm. INSERT(N, Q)  

Input N: A SPQI node initially set to the root, Q: A query 

1:  if N is a non-leaf node then 

2:    Increase N.Count by 1; 

3:    if QR equals to or covers N then 

4:      Create and insert a new CL entry (Qid, QR) into N.CL;  

5:    foreach entry (ptr, Ń) stored in N do    

6:      if QR overlaps with Ń then 

7:        INSERT(Ń, Q);  // Recursion 

8:  else  // N is a leaf node 

9:    if QR equals to or covers N then 

10:     Create and insert a new CL entry (Qid, QR) into N.CL; 

11:    else // QR is covered by or partially intersects N   

12:     Create and insert a new leaf entry (Qid, QR) into N; 

13:     Increase N.Count by 1; 

14:      if N.Count > t then 

15:        SPLITNODE(N);   

Fig. 10. Insert algorithm 

 

  When a new query Q (with its identifier Qid and query region QR) is installed, the 

insert algorithm recursively follows the paths of SPQI, each of which consists of the 

non-leaf and leaf nodes with which QR overlaps. At each non-leaf node N in each path, 

the algorithm increases N.Count by 1 and checks if QR equals to or covers N. If so, the 

algorithm creates a new CL entry (Qid, QR) and inserts it into N.CL. When reaching 

each leaf node Ń in the path, the algorithm checks if QR equals to or covers Ń. If so, it 

creates a new CL entry (Qid, QR) and inserts it into Ń.CL. On the other hand, if QR is 

covered by or partially intersects Ń, the algorithm inserts a new leaf entry (Qid, QR) 

into Ń and increases Ń.Count by 1. In case Ń overflows (i.e., Ń.Count > t), the algorithm 

invokes the split algorithm. 

Fig. 11 provides the split algorithm. Given an overflowed leaf node N, the split algo-

rithm creates two empty leaf nodes Nleft and Nright, and a new non-leaf node Nnew that stores 

non-leaf entries (ptr, Nleft) and (ptr, Nright), where Nleft or Nright represents one of the equal 

halves of the domain that corresponds to N. Now, Nleft and Nright become the children of 
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Nnew. Next, the algorithm inserts all the CL entries stored in N.CL into Nnew.CL, Nleft.CL 

and Nright.CL, and sets Nnew.Count to N.Count + |N.CL|. Here, |N.CL| denotes the number of 

CL entries stored in N.CL. Then, the algorithm finds the entry (ptr, N) stored in N’s parent 

in order to redirect ptr to point to Nnew. Now, N’s parent becomes Nnew’s parent. Then, the 

algorithm checks for each leaf entry (Qid, QR) stored in N if QR equals to or covers Nleft 

(and/or Nright). If so, it inserts (Qid, QR) into Nleft.CL (and/or Nright.CL). On the other hand, 

if QR is covered by or partially intersects Nleft (and/or Nright), the algorithm inserts (Qid, 

QR) into Nleft (and/or Nright) and increases its Count value by 1. Finally, the algorithm dis-

card N, and this split process propagates downward if necessary. Assuming t = 1, Fig. 12 

shows an example of insert and split algorithms when a new query (QR3) is installed at 

the server. 

 

Algorithm. SPLITNODE(N)  

Input N: An overflowed SPQI leaf node  

1:  Create two empty leaf nodes Nleft and Nright; 

2:  Create a new non leaf node Nnew; 

3:  Insert (ptr, Nleft) and (ptr, Nright ) into Nnew; 

4:  Insert all the CL entries stored in N.CL into Nnew.CL, Nleft.CL and Nright.CL;  

5:  Set Nnew.Count = N.Count + |N.CL|; 

6:  Find the entry (ptr, N) in N’s parent and redirect ptr to point to Nnew; 

7:  foreach non-leaf entry (ptr, Ńnew) stored in Nnew do 

   // We use Ńnew to denote Nleft or Nright  

8:    foreach leaf entry (Qid, QR) stored in N do 

9:      if QR equals to or covers Ńnew then 

10:       Insert (Qid, QR) into Ńnew.CL; 

11:     elseif QR is covered by or partially intersects Ńnew then 

12:       Insert (Qid, QR) into Ń new; 

13:       Increase Ńnew.Count by 1; 

14: Discard N; 

15: foreach non-leaf entry (ptr, Ńnew) stored in Nnew do 

16:   SPLITNODE(Ńnew) if Ńnew is overflowed;  

Fig. 11. Split algorithm  

 

 
Fig. 12. An example of insertion and split algorithms 

 

When insertion of a query region QR occurs, the server broadcasts a message con-
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taining the entry (Qid, QR) to all moving objects to notify this fact. In response, each 

moving object O reports its location-update if it currently lies within QR. Then, O checks 

if QR is covered by or partially intersects its current resident domain. If so, O adds the 

entry (Qid, QR) to the set of its assigned entries if available; otherwise O contacts the 

server for receiving a new resident domain.  

In case an existing query Q is expired, the delete algorithm is invoked. The delete 

algorithm is shown in Fig. 13. Similar to the insert algorithm, the delete algorithm recur-

sively follows the paths of SPQI, each of which consists of the non-leaf and leaf nodes 

with which a query region QR overlaps. At a non-leaf node N in each path, the algorithm 

decreases N.count by 1 and checks if QR equals to or covers N. If so, it deletes the CL 

entry (Qid, QR) from N.CL. When reaching a leaf node Ń in the path, the algorithm first 

checks if QR equals to or covers Ń. If so, it deletes the CL entry (Qid, QR) from Ń.CL. 

Otherwise, the algorithm deletes the leaf entry (Qid, QR) from Ń and decreases Ń.Count 

by 1. Then, the algorithm invokes the merge algorithm, which takes Ń’s parent as an 

input, to condense SPQI if possible.  

  Fig. 14 provides the merge algorithm. Given a non-leaf node N, the merge algorithm 

checks if N.Count − |N.CL| ≤  t. If this is the case, the algorithm creates a new leaf node 

Nnew, inserts all the CL entries stored in N.CL into Nnew.CL and sets Nnew.Count to N.Count 

− |N.CL|. Next, the algorithm finds the entry (ptr, N) stored in N’s parent in order to redi-

rect ptr to point to Nnew. Now, N’s parent becomes the Nnew’s parent. Then, the algorithm 

inserts distinct leaf entries stored in each N’s child into Nnew. Finally, the algorithm dis-

cards N and N’s children, and the merge process propagates upward until it reaches the 

node that cannot satisfy the merge condition. Because the delete and merge algorithms are 

quite similar to the reverse of the insert and split algorithms, we omit an example of delete 

and merge algorithms. 

 

Algorithm. DELETE(N, Q)  

Input N: A SPQI node initially set to the root, Q: A query 

1:  if N is a non-leaf node then 

2:    Decrease N.Count by 1; 

3:    if QR equals to or covers N then 

4:      Delete the CL entry (Qid, QR) from N.CL;  

5:    foreach entry (ptr, Ń) stored in N do    

6:      if QR overlaps with Ń then 

7:        DELETE(Ń, Q);  // Recursion 

8:  else  // N is a leaf node 

9:    if QR equals to or covers N then 

10:     Delete the CL entry (Qid, QR) from N.CL; 

11:   else // QR is covered by or partially intersects N   

12:     Delete the leaf entry (Qid, QR) from N; 

13:     Decrease N.Count by 1; 

14:     MERGENODE(N’s parent);  

Fig. 13. Delete algorithm 
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Algorithm. MERGENODE(N)  

Input. N: A non-leaf node of SPQI  

1:   if N.Count − |N.CL| ≤  t then 

2:    Create a new leaf node Nnew; 

3:    Insert all the CL entries stored in N.CL into Nnew.CL;  

4:    Set Nnew.Count = N.Count − |N.CL|; 

5:    Find the entry (ptr, N) stored in N’s parent and redirect ptr to point to Nnew; 

6:    foreach N’s child Ń do 

7:      Insert each leaf entry (Qid, QR) into Nnew if it is not stored in Nnew ; 

8:    Discard N and N’s children; 

9:    MERGENODE(Nnew’s parent);  

Fig. 14. Merge algorithm 

 

When deletion of a query region QR takes place, the server broadcasts a message 

containing the entry (Qid, QR) to all moving objects. In response, each moving object O 

deletes the entry (Qid, QR) if it has. In addition, whenever the merge process occurs, the 

server broadcasts a message containing the merged node N together with all the leaf en-

tries stored in N. Then, each moving object O replaces its current resident domain and 

assigned entries with N and the leaf entries stored in N, respectively, if N covers its current 

resident domain. 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate and compare the performance of SPQI method with 

BP-tree method used in MQM and the safe region method [19] with regard to the server 

workload and communication cost. The server workload was measured in terms of the 

amount of CPU-time the server takes for processing CRQs. On the other hand, the 

communication cost was measured by the sum of (i) the number of location-update 

messages sent from moving objects to the server and (ii) the number of messages sent 

from the server to the moving objects. The simulations were conducted on dual Intel 

Xeon x5860 6-core processors with 24GB RAM running on Linux system. 

 

5.1 Simulation Setup 

 

Our simulations are based on three sets of query regions, Uniform, Skewed, and 

Real with the workspace scaled to 100,000m × 100,000m square. In Uniform, query 

regions are uniformly placed on the workspace. In Skewed, the distribution of query 

regions on the workspace follows a Zipf distribution with skew coefficient α = 0.8. 

Each query region in both Uniform and Skewed is a square and its side length is un-

iformly distributed in a range from 10m to 1,000m. On the other hand, Real is a real 

dataset containing minimum bounding rectangles of 23,268 streets (polylines) in 

Greece (available at http://www.rtreeportal.org). The movements of the moving ob-

jects we generated follow the random waypoint model [11]: each moving object 

chooses a random point of destination on the workspace and moves to the destination 

at a constant speed distributed uniformly from 0 to some maximum speed. Upon 
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reaching the destination, it remains stationary for a certain period of time. When this 

time expiries, the moving object chooses a new destination and repeats the same 

process during the simulation time steps. The capability of each moving object O (i.e., 

the number of query regions or monitoring regions O can load and process at a time) 

was randomly selected from the range between some minimum value and 100. Note 

that the moving objects with their capabilities equal to the minimum value determine 

the threshold value t of SPQI and the BP-tree. For the safe region method, we used the 

64 × 64 grid indexes for indexing query regions and safe regions. We list the set of 

parameters used in the simulations in Table 2, where the values in bold denote the de-

fault values used. In each simulation, we evaluated the effect of one parameter while 

others are fixed at their default values. We ran each simulation for 1,000 simulation 

time steps and measured the average of the CPU-time (in millisecond) and total num-

ber of messages. 

 

Table 2. Simulation parameters and their values 

Simulation parameter Value used  

Number of moving objects  10K, 20K, …, 50K, …, 100K 

Maximum speed of moving objects 10km/h, 20km/h, …, 50km/h, …100km/h 

Value of minimum capability  

(Value of split threshold t) 
10, 20, …, 50, …100 

Insertion and deletion rates of query regions 0, 1, 2, …, 10 (%) 

 

5.2 Simulation Results 

 

A. Effect of the Number of Moving objects 

 

In the first simulation, we varied the number of moving objects from 10,000 to 

100,000 and studied the effect of the number of moving objects on the server workload 

and communication cost. Fig. 15 shows the effect of the number of moving objects on 

the amount of CPU-time. In the SPQI and BP-tree methods, the CPU-time performance 

is mainly affected by the search process for assigning resident domains to moving ob-

jects, whereas, in the safe region method, the CPU-time performance is mainly affected 

by safe region computation and query processing. As shown in the figure, the overhead 

of all the methods increases in terms of the amount of CPU-time under Uniform, 

Skewed, and Real. However, the safe region method performs worst because as the 

number of moving objects becomes larger, the server should frequently determine a 

new safe region of each moving object O with intensive computation. Note that because 

the size of a safe region assigned to O is typically small, O easily exits its current safe 

region. In the safe region method, O’s safe region is determined by the common area 

among all the query regions and the grid cell O resides. In addition, in the safe region 

method, the query processing task is totally responsible to the server. The SPQI method 

performs much better than the BP-tree method. This is because in the BP-tree method, 

the capabilities of moving objects are measured by a huge number of monitoring re-

gions. This leads the server to assign small resident domains to the moving objects. As a 
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result, the server has to frequently search a new resident domain to assign each moving 

object that exits its current small resident domain. On the other hand, in SPQI, the ca-

pabilities of moving objects are measured by much smaller number of original query 

regions. As compared to the BP-tree method, on average, the SPQI method improves 

47.8%, 55.1%, and 66.6% of the CPU-time performance under Uniform, Skewed, and 

Real, respectively. 

     
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 15. CPU-time vs. No. of moving objects 

   
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 16. No. of messages vs. No. of moving objects 

 

Fig. 16 shows the effect of the number of moving objects on the total number of 

messages sent from moving objects and the server. We observe that as the number of 

moving objects increases, the performance of all the methods deteriorates. However, 

the SPQI method outperforms the BP-tree and safe region methods under Uniform, 

Skewed, and Real. Again, this is because in the SPQI method, the server can assign 

moving objects large resident domains. This not only makes the moving objects to re-

duce frequency of contacting the server for receiving new resident domains but also the 

server to reduce the number of messages sent to the moving objects for assigning new 

resident domains. It is also observed from the figure that the safe region method per-

forms worst under Uniform and Skewed, whereas the BP-tree method performs worst 

under Real. On average, the SPQI method reduces 34.6%, 43%, and 37.3% of the 

communication cost under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively, as compared to the 

BP-tree method. On the other hand, the SPQI method saves 50.4%, 59%, and 25% of 
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the communication cost under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively, as compared to 

the safe region method. 

 

B. Effect of the Maximum Speed of Moving Objects 

 

In this simulation, we increased the maximum speed of moving objects from 

10km/h to 100km/h to investigate how the speed of moving objects affects the perfor-

mance of SPQI, BP-tree and safe region methods. As shown in Fig. 17, the performance 

of all the methods in terms of the amount of CPU-time deteriorates as the maximum 

speed of moving objects increases. This is obvious because in the safe region method, 

the CPU-time performance is mainly affected by the safe region computation and query 

processing, whereas in the SPQI and BP-tree methods, the CPU-time performance is 

mainly affected by the search process for assigning resident domains to moving objects. 

As the speed of moving objects increases, they may frequently exit their current safe 

regions or resident domains, and request new safe regions or resident domains. Howev-

er, the BP-tree and safe region methods are more sensitive to this parameter than the 

SPQI method, confirming the superiority of the SPQI method. It is observed from Fig. 

17 that the SPQI method performs best in all cases. As compared to the BP-tree method, 

on average, the SPQI method enhances 53.8%, 55.4%, and 66.3% of the CPU-time 

performance under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively. On the other hand, on av-

erage, the SPQI method improves 73.5%, 85%, and 89% of the CPU-time performance 

under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively, as compared to the safe region method. 

     
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 17. CPU-time vs. maximum speed of moving objects 

 

Fig. 18 shows the effect of the maximum speed of moving objects on the total 

number of messages sent from moving objects and the server. As expected, the perfor-

mance of all the methods in terms of the communication cost degrades as the maximum 

speed of moving objects increases. However, the SPQI method performs best under 

Uniform, Skewed, and Real. As compared to the BP-tree method, on average, the SPQI 

method reduces 34.8%, 43.2%, and 37.8% of the communication cost under Uniform, 

Skewed, and Real, respectively. On the other hand, on average, the SPQI method saves 

49.7%, 57.5%, and 27% of the communication cost under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, 

respectively, as compared to the safe region method. 
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(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 18. No. of messages vs. maximum speed of moving objects 

 

C. Effect of the Value of Minimum Capability  

 

In this simulation, we increased the value of minimum capability to study the ef-

fect of the value of the split threshold t in the SPQI and BP-tree methods on the server 

workload and communication cost. The capability of each moving object was randomly 

selected from the range between the value of minimum capability and 100. As shown in 

Fig. 19, the performance of the SPQI and BP-tree methods improves as the value of 

minimum capability increases. This is due to the fact that the larger value of minimum 

capability increases the average number of query regions or monitoring regions each 

object can load and process at a time, and thus the server assigns a large resident do-

main to each moving object. However, the SPQI method outperforms the BP-tree me-

thod due to the same reason mentioned in the first simulation. Note that the safe region 

method is practically unaffected by the value of minimum capability. As compared to 

the BP-tree method, on average, the SPQI method improves 48.6%, 51.8%, and 75.7% 

of the CPU-time performance under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively. On the 

other hand, on average, the SPQI method enhances 73%, 80.8%, and 86.8% of the 

CPU-time performance under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively, as compared to 

the safe region method. 

   
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 19. CPU-time vs. value of minimum capability 

 

Fig. 20 shows the effect of value of minimum capability on the total number of 

messages sent from moving objects and the server. As expected, the performance of the 
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SPQI and BP-tree methods in terms of the communication cost improves as the value of 

minimum capability increases. However, it is observed from the figure that the SPQI 

method outperforms the BP-tree method under Uniform, Skewed, and Real because the 

server in the SPQI method assign moving objects much large resident domains than that 

in the BP-tree method. On average, the SPQI method saves 36%, 42.8%, and 36.6% of 

the communication cost under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively, as compared to 

the BP-tree method. On the other hand, the SPQI method reduces 49.4%, 58.1%, and 

23% of the communication cost under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively, as 

compared to the safe region method. 

   
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 20. No. of messages vs. value of minimum capability 

 

D. Effect of the Insertion and Deletion of Query Regions 

 

Finally, we investigated how the insertion and deletion of query regions affect the 

performance of SPQI, BP-tree, and safe region methods by increasing rates of query 

regions being inserted and deleted in Uniform, Skewed, and Real. Fig. 21 shows the 

effect of the insertion and deletion rates of query regions on the amount of CPU-time. It 

is observed from the figure that for higher rates of insertion and deletion, the BP-tree 

method performs worst because the BP-tree indexes monitoring regions instead of the 

original query regions. In the BP-tree, when a query region is inserted, it is partitioned 

into a lot of monitoring regions. Then, the insert operation of the BP-tree is performed 

for each of these monitoring regions. This increases the amount of CPU-time drastically 

in case insertion and deletion rates of query regions become higher. The case when a 

query region is deleted is similar. On the other hand, in the SPQI method, when a query 

region is inserted (or deleted), the insert (or delete) operation of SPQI is performed only 

once. It is also observed from the figure that the SPQI method performs best in all cases. 

As compared to the BP-tree method, on average, the SPQI method enhances 55.3%, 

60.1%, and 77.7% of the CPU-time performance under Uniform, Skewed, and Real, 

respectively. On the other hand, as compared to the safe region method, on average, the 

SPQI method improves 58.7%, 70.4%, and 78.9% of the CPU-time performance under 

Uniform, Skewed, and Real, respectively. 

Fig. 22 shows the effect of the insertion and deletion rates of query regions on the 

total number of messages sent from moving objects and the server. Similarly, as the 

insertion and deletion rates of query regions become higher, the BP-tree method per-
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forms worst. This is due to the fact that in the BP-tree method, the server should com-

municate frequently with moving objects because the insertion (or deletion) of a query 

region produces (or eliminates) a lot of monitoring regions. As expected, the SPQI me-

thod performs best under Uniform, Skewed, and Real. 

     
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 21. CPU-time vs. insertion and deletion rates of query regions 

   
(a) Uniform                (b) Skewed                  (c) Real 

Fig. 22. No. of messages vs. insertion and deletion rates of query regions 

6. RELATED WORK 

Early work assumed the stationary objects and focused on developing efficient 

spatial access methods (e.g., the R-tree [8] and its variants [9-10]) and processing 

snapshot range queries, which retrieves their results only once at a specific point of 

time. Recently, motivated by LBSs, the focus has shifted towards processing CRQs 

over moving objects, and many methods have been proposed for processing CRQs effi-

ciently. Since our work deals with stationary (or quasi-stationary) CRQs, we elaborate 

more on the review of the representative methods that deal with stationary CRQs.  

Assuming that the trajectories of object movements are known a priori or predict-

able, Saltenis et al. [15] proposed the time parameterized R-tree (TPR-tree) for index-

ing moving objects, where the location of each object is transformed into a linear func-

tion of time. Tao et al. [16] proposed the improved version of the TPR-tree, called the 

TPR
*
-tree, which uses almost the same data structure as the TPR-tree but applies new 
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insertion and deletion algorithms. Later on, some index structures were presented such 

as the STRIPES [17] and the B
x
-tree [18], to improve the performance of the TPR-tree 

family. However, the known-trajectory assumption does not hold for many real-life 

LBS scenarios, which leads those index structures to become too expensive to maintain.  

Indexing query regions, instead of indexing moving objects is considered to be an 

attractive strategy for processing stationary CRQs, which reduces the maintenance cost 

of an index because query regions remain active for a long period of time and are sta-

tionary. Prabhakar et al. [8] used the R-tree to index queries, while Kalashnikov et al. 

[6] used the in-memory grid index. Wu et al. [7] proposed a new query indexing method, 

namely Containment Encoded Square (CES) based indexing. All of them assumed that 

moving objects periodically report their location-updates to the server. The server, 

meanwhile, continually (i) receives the location-update stream, (ii) determines CRQs 

that are affected by the movement of the moving objects and (iii) updates their results. 

However, constant location-updates sent by a large number of moving objects incur 

significant communication bottleneck and increase the workload of determining the 

affected CRQs and updating their results at the server. To help each moving object re-

duce the frequency of reporting its location-update, the safe region method was pro-

posed in [8, 19]. Cai et al. [3] proposed MQM, which aims to reduce the communica-

tion cost and the server workload by leveraging heterogeneous computational capabili-

ties of moving objects through the concept of resident domain. 

Focusing on the evaluation of continuous moving queries over moving objects, 

Mokbel et al. [5] proposed the Scalable INcremental hash based Algorithm (SINA) to 

achieve the system scalability based on the notions of shared execution and incremental 

evaluation. Gedik and Liu [4] presented the MobiEyes, where moving objects play an 

active role in the query evaluation task similar to those in MQM. Liu et al. [10] em-

ployed two kinds of communication methods for moving query evaluation: on-demand 

access and periodic broadcasting to reduce communication costs and energy wastes of 

handheld devices carried by the objects and the query issuers. Recently, assuming the 

moving objects periodically report their location-updates, Mouratidis and Bakiras [9] 

have introduced the broadcast grid index (BGI), which employs the periodic broadcast-

ing for communications between the server and the query issuers to evaluate moving 

queries. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we addressed the problem of efficient processing of continuous range 

queries (CRQs). Given a set of geographically distributed moving objects, the primary 

goal of our work is to keep the result of CRQs up-to-date with the minimum server 

workload and communication cost by leveraging available memory and computational 

capability of moving objects. To this end, we adopted the resident domain concept and 

proposed a new query indexing structure, namely the space partitioning query index 

(SPQI), which helps the server assign each moving object much suitable resident do-

main than the binary partitioning tree (BP-tree) used in the previous method does. We 

carried out a series of comprehensive simulations and demonstrated that the SPQI me-

thod outperforms the BP-tree and safe region methods, validating the effectiveness of 
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SPQI for processing CRQs. 
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